The Vault
Extropia has a thriving infomorph community. The Vault caters to their needs to secure storage
and cryptographic privacy. While the Vault appears to be a single system in the Mesh it is
actually a number of separate computronium mainframes maintained across Extropia, linked
with some of the best quantum encryption money can buy to guarantee service. Inhabitants are
assured secure storage, plentiful computer cycles and complete privacy within their servers. If
someone decides to cocoon inside their server they are practically impossible to access even by
Vault employees. Even finding a particular server is hard unless its owner ceases payment; the
system is built so that the infrastructure reveals minimal information as long as all is going
according to contract.

Isei
Isei is "front man" for the 120-Cell Group, a community of infosec AGIs producing cracking
software and other security products. The exact membership of 120-Cell is unknown: the
members are among the most paranoid, security-minded and anonymous informorphs in human
space. They *seem* to be based in Extropia, but that could of course be a ruse.
Isei is an infomorph that acts as their sales representative. It is not the only one, and seems to
exist in different forks that may actually be fronts for one or more other informorphs. There are
even claims Isei is actually an intelligent P2P network linking the 120-Cell to their customers. Isei
usually appears as a highly abstract avatar in various simspace bars or manifesting through a
case synthmorph in one of Extropia's hacker clusters. It is sociable, if a bit bland, and blends in
among others - there is no need to advertise, given the sterling reputation of 120-Cell.
Isei is a tough but proper bargainer, and has an impressive reputation for integrity. When the
Phobos Phalangids tried to hack their way into 120-Cell by attacking Isei all current Isei forks
simply disintegrated, leaving sticky viruses in their wake (the Phalangids soon found themselves
hosts of some very nasty malware; their rep has never recovered). When a black ops team from
Chiral Imines Inc found that their 120-Cell attack software did not work on a corporate opponent
Isei quietly and efficiently provided them with a few "secret recipes" that allowed them access.
When you deal with 120-Cell, you *will* get into the system you want. You just have to pay
premium for it.

